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Relevance of the topic of dissertation research. Currently, formation of an economic 

system of market relations, importance and demand for improving the system of management 

of the socio-economic development of regions is significantly increasing. This is due to the 

lack of clarity about the mechanism for managing the socio-economic development of the 

region and its functioning in market conditions, duplication of functions at various levels of 

government and in several areas of their activities, as well as the fragmentation of 

organizational actions to develop the regional management system. The effectiveness of 

management system largely depends on professional level of employees of jamoat 

management apparatus of small towns and rural communities, which for several reasons does 

not meet the increased requirements of the market economy. 

The object of the study is economic and organizational relations connected with 

formation of effective managing mechanisms of regional economic development in modern 

conditions. 

The subject of study is the mechanism for regional economic development 

management of the region and self-governing systems of Sogd region administrative 

territories in the Republic of Tajikistan. 

The purpose of the dissertation work is to scientifically substantiate the process of 

forming a managing  mechanism of economic development of regions and to promote 

practical recommendations for its modernization, as well as a system of self-government in 

the regions. 

The scientific novelty of the dissertation study is the development of a managing 

economic development processes mechanism that would contribute to improving the 

effectiveness of organizational structures whose actions are aimed at creating an optimal 

relationship of "powers and resources" between regional governing bodies and territorial self-

governing systems. During the study, the main results were obtained that determine scientific 

novelty and are the subject of protection: proposed an author's approach to the interpretation 

of the essence of "management mechanism," revealed features of management mechanism 

functioning, revealed various features of management functioning mechanisms, developed 

geographical maps on grouping number of cities and towns population, also a map of the 

location of industrial enterprises in administrative territories, proposed a modernized model 

of mechanism for managing the processes of economic development of the region, compiled 

a program of measures for development of problematic administrative territories located in 

different regions. 
 

 


